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Problem
How might we find people with similar 
interests so that they will be more 
sociable.



Problem Space

The problem I suspect is; 
- people find it difficult to find other people to accompany them 

in particular activities.
- People want to do activities with other people and not on 

their own

What is the problem?
- People can find it difficult to find others with similar interests
- Locals, tourists, solo travellers may want to explore a place 

but may not want to be alone
- People won’t do the activity because of a lack of knowledge, 

experience, friends to do it with, also safety precautions
- Timing with friends can be an issue

Goal of my product solution is;
- To connect like-minded people to do activities with
- To allow users to explore places they may not have done on 

their own
- To create a platform where people with similar interests can 

create connections to do various activities with and lead to 
new friendships and experiences.



Why?
We believe that people can CONNECT 
through similar interests to help make 
sharing an experience/activity with 
someone more fulfilling.



Competitor Analysis
Couch Surfing

Rent A Friend

We 3



Competitor Analysis



Competitor Analysis
Insights

Current apps used to connect people with similar 
interests are too intimate.

There is a potential to explore activities and events 
with current friends.



Interviews

“After a relationship breakdown I felt the need 
to connect to people”

“I have missed out on countless events 
because of my friends”

“My friend and I follow a number of pages 
related to a specific activity we like to do” 



Affinity Mapping
What was learnt:

- There are differing reasons for why 
someone would trust a person. The 
assumption that would need to be tested 
is that the credibility of a person can be 
resolved from the use of similar and 
compatible cues between two people.



Personas



Personas



User Journeys



User Flows



Ideation



Lo-fi 
Prototyping 

and Wireframing



Paper Prototypes



Lo-fi Wireframing 
Wireframing Lo-Fi prototypes first 
allowed me to test the interaction 
and the flow with a variety of 
people.

Interviews and feedback were 
crucial as this changed my design 
and interaction and focus on the 
experience of the user.

This was to ensure that my 
prototype allowed the user to 
easily and quickly pass through 
the process to achieve their main 
goal.



Hi-fi Wireframing 
Sketch tool to develop a Hi-Fi 
wireframing prototype. 

Testing led to the discovery of 
how people did not understand 
the first pages.. 

Understanding rituals and habits 
that relate to the users experience 
of the process.

Testing the IA navigation of the 
app displayed that there were too 
many steps involved in the 
process. The need to make the 
flow shorter and more consistent 
was learnt.



An app, to explore, to connect,
and be 
sociable.



Prototype - Create



Prototype - Explore

*Work in 
progress*



● Further research would allow for a more in depth 
analysis and understanding of how the target audience 
would use this application. 

● The implementation of a ‘try something new or exciting’ 
option.

● A way to gamify the interaction of being active with 
other people.

● Creating teams and groups of people who share similar 
interests.

● Allowing suggestions based on previous activities and 
connections.

● Incentives to be active with friends.
● Allowing feedback and notifications to personally 

adhere to the user based on their recent activities or 
inactivity.

● Further testing to refine the layout and functionality of 
the application. With the goal for a smooth, efficient 
application that assists users in becoming more 
sociable with their friends.

● A potential implementation and integration to an existing 
social media application.

Future Opportunities



Thankyou!

jayden.r.p@outlook.com


